Multimedia Appendix 3. Practical considerations for applying analytic indicators to evaluate effective engagement.

Suppose we were evaluating effective engagement with an mHealth app for panic disorder self-management [1], and wanted to establish a digital dose-response relationship between (1) the number of digitally-mediated breathing exercises performed, and (2) panic disorder severity. Suppose also that users were asked to self-report their panic disorder severity on a daily basis through an in-app implementation of the validated Panic Disorder Severity Scale (PDSS) [2]. Our first task will be to insert an analytic tag into the app’s source code to denote that selecting the ‘Done’ button at the end of a breathing exercise signifies that it has been performed. Each time a user selects this button, an analytic event will be logged and stored alongside a user identifier and timestamp. We will also insert a different analytic tag to the ‘Close’ button at the end of a PDSS survey. Thus, when a user reports their panic disorder severity and closes the survey, another analytic event will be logged and stored with the survey score, user identifier, and timestamp. We can now query our two analytic data fields and analyze the stored data points to assess the relationship between the number of digitally-mediated breathing exercises performed and panic disorder severity. The inclusion of a user identifier in the metadata of both events enables linking them to explore a dose-dependent relationship, and consequently determine how many breathing exercises should be completed to experience a significant decrease in panic disorder severity.
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